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Disabled . students on this
campus face many obstacles
in oreder to make it to class.
The
recent
Disabled
Awareness Week allowed administrators
to
put
- themselves in the place of the
students.
Y

The. Rivermen are keeping up
their winning tradition with
more strong showing this
week. Even the governor
wants to be on .our team.

Student Government
Association Presidential
Candidates will debate in
the Summit Lounge
Monday, April 16. at
1p.m.

See Sports, page 7

See Features page 5.
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Campus Reminder

Universit y of Mis oarl-St. Loals

Police Response Slow For Handicapped
by Michelle McMurray
associate photo editor

Dugan said she insisted that an officer
respond to tile a report.
"Hall didn't appear to be burt at the
· time, but we wanted it on record in case
there were complications later." .she
explained.
Around 11 p.m., Hovland called Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs, Lowe ·
"Sandy" MacLean at home. "At that
point we thought the police were not going to come so we called Sandy a.t home.
Who else could we call at that time of
night?" she said.
Hovland explained the situation to
· Maclean, and says he told them to call
the police before they left the building
the ne.xt time. She said that while talking on the phone with MacLean, two officers arrived on the scene.
MacLean continns the conversation
with the women that night. "They called about 11 p.m, complaining about the
doors being locked and that as a result
Hall fell, but that she appeared to be
all right;' he said.
"She said the police had refused to
come over;' but while MacLean was
speaking with Hall, he said, she informed him the police arrived.
MacLean supposed that under the
stress of the moment, the women got
some misinfonnation from the police.

. He added that as a result of the inci- emergency situation for the caller to say
dent, within 48 hours the necessary ad- it took longer than it really did. ''I've
justments were made and that the lC. had om.cers who called for assistance say
Penny Building is now open until the same thing," he said:
UM-St. Louis Police Chief John
Pickens has denied allegations that the
midnight.
Anyone who'makes an emergency call
police took almost 30 minutes to res·
Chief Pickens maintains that the tolpolice should first state the emergencaller was hostile, stating merely that the cy, and then the location. "If we have
· pond to a call placed after a handicap· ped student fell out of a wheelchair trydoors were locked and asking how she to look for them there is going to be a
ing to open a locked door.
was supposed .to get into the parking lot. delay;' cautioned Pickens. The dispatHe said that according to the dispatGhel; cher can have a car en route and get
The call was placed after students Pat
Hall, Carol Dugan, and Joan Hovland, ·
most of the conversation was about the the other details to the officer afterward.
doors being locked. He said the caller
who are handicapped, ran into difficulHall said she had been having trouty trying to go through the 1.G. Penny
wanted to . make a report about the ble with her hip which is why she was
doors being locked.
Building to get to their cars, which were
using the electric chair. She said that
located on the handicapped parking lot
"The dispatcher advised her as far as since the fall she has been in pain, and
in Garage "C" They had left the
a change in policy about the doors she that her doctor says she will have to
Women's Center, where they were stuwould have to contact Sandy MacLean's have a previously planned operation
office." related Pickens. "The caller. sooner than expected.
dying, at 10:28 on the night of March
stated they had a person who fell out
The surgery is not a result of the
26.
Hall also needed to gain entrance to
of a chair and was injured. As the dispat- accident.
cher bied to get the information on the
leave her electric wheelchair to be
MacLean said he is familiar with Hall,
location the caller said not to worry that she in fact worked in the Student
· recharged overnight. As Hall tried to
open the door, she fell out of the chair,
about it, that she would care of it Affairs office. "We are mDre than willwhich then feU on top of her.
herself: '
ing to mak~ an assesment of thIS. I am
The dispatcherthen sent police to the willing to hire a physican," he offered.
Dugan then called the UM-St Louis
scene to locate the victims Pickens said. "If we have any responsibility in this case
police. She said she made a tirst phone
According to the responding officers' . we are going to fullfill our responsibilicall at 10:30 p.m. She claims she informlog, the call came in at 10:30 p.m. and 1)/'
ed the djspatcher on duty about the ache arrived at 10:32. Two minutes'
But Dugan and Hovland allege that
cident due to the doors being locked,
response time is normal, though two days after HaU fell, on the evening
at which point Dugan alleges the dispatPickens explained that it might have of March 28, they were confronted with
cher said. "It's not our problem. Call
Stugent Affairs."
taken a few minutes to locate them, slow police response yet again. The
since the women didn't give any infor- women said that again they were studymation as to where they were."
ing at the Women's Center and called
Furthermore, said Pickens, "As far as police-as MacLean had instructed
accidental injuries or emergcf1.cies, we them-before they left for the 1.c. Pen[the police] always respond."
ny Building.
Pickens said one of the problems is
Dugan said that it was raining heavia lack of wmmunication. "The issue of ly at the time, and that she told the
get her
the do rs being locked at the 1. Pen- dispatcher she needed
ny Building has been adre.c;sed. The wheelchair into the building to get to
doors are now open until midnight. If the handicapped lot. The women went
someone would have communicated over to the .l.C. Penny Building in the
that to me it would have been taken care rain, and the door was again locked.
of'
At that point, they "">ent back to the
"As far as helping anyone on this Women's Center to call the police again.
campus-disabled or otherwise-we don't Dugan says she claims she was told to
have a oroblem with that." Pickens said call maintenance and that she could not
the ~artment makes concessions for be let in the building unless it was an
the handicapped."If they can not find emergency.
a parking space they can call us and we
Dugan said to the dispatcher. "It's goLouis students Carol Dugan (left) and
will find one for them." he said.
ing to be an emergency if you don't send
Pat Hall (top) claim that the police are
Pickens said he has never had a pro- someone over here." She said a different
slow to respond. Police Chief John
Pickens (above) stands by his
blem with response time from his of- person came to the phone who said that
officers.
ficers. He said it is common in an if they were really handicapped he could

let them in.
Dugan said, "In the pouring rain we
went back ~over- to the 1.C. .Penny
Building and waited for 20 minutes until the police came." Dugan insists she
told the dispatcher she needed to gain
acess to the handicapped parking lot.
But Chief Pickens claims the whole
incident was again a matter of miscommunication. He said the call came at
10:53 p.m. and that the caller said she
needed to get to the disabled lot. The
caller said that Maclean had instructed
her to call the police if the doors were
locked.
At 11:07 p.m., a second call was made.
This time, the dispatcher referred her
to an officer. When th e officer
discovered she was handicapped he
responded immediately.
Pickens said the caller did not initially
say she was disabled. "The officer was
under the impression it was a student
who din't want to walk around th e
building," he said.
Vice Chancellor for Administrative
Services, Larry Schlereth said he has no
reason to doubt the police. He said he
can't recall any incident that was at odds
with what actually took place. ''I'm not
saying it could never happen, but the
police are very comprehensive in their
work. r have a great deal of confidence
in the police department."
He added that if a disabled person
needs to get into the building after 11:30
p.m. they should call the UM-St. Louis
pDlice.
The Current asked for permission to
listen to the potier tapes of incoming
calls to hear the actual conversation of
the two incidents before going to press.
The request was denied.
Pickens 'Said, "We have a ruling on
that from our counsel. Those tapes are
confidental, not for public acess. It's
governed under Missouri statue."
Pickens said all complaints that come
in regarding police service, response
time, calls or situations not handled correctly are investigated. "I get back to the
complaining party with the results," he
said. "There is nothing we try to keep
hidden. We have to be accountable to
the general public and the community:'
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UMSL Police:
~ Just

TheFacts

by f,VIlph~lle McMufray
assoti1t~ pliOlg edit Or

The UM~t. LOUIS polk edepartment is staffe!i with pfficers, In:
eluding Chief JolinPickens, fol;lr
dispatchers, four sq:rgeal'lt,>. and
one detective.
.
The disPatcners make between
seven and eight dollars ail . ho'U r,
whilelhe ~u1a~ officers make betwe~n nilie ami elevendolla)'S.
Pickens is salaried at 550,000 a .
year.
The duties of the dispatcher are
to receive all inconiirig calls .and
.emergencies and te .send officers to
trouble spot~, They also conduct
record checks. licens,e checks, and
identification of parking tickets.
The dispatchers maintain logs of
equitment, and handle special key
requests. They are trained on the
job; and reciellc {mgoimg training
at the police academy.
The police officers, who are trained for 632 hours at the police
academy. have duties which include
the protection of life and property,
and responding to all emergencies.
The poli e provide eSCQrt selvices,
unlock vehicles. and talre repsrts.
They process crillle scenes, provide
investigations. and nfo t parking
restrictiOJl5.
Each da officers al" assigned
certain areas· to pab'ol, OT special
temporary Ii! - ·gnmer.
Chief Pickens' .in" (,nl'lsts (If
directl) supervi in Ihe whole
department and"" 'clltJng rder$.
Hi resp nsibilrt
regulations pr
ni\.oersity and
eanied out.
Pickens is also re 'ponsible for
the transpOltation tli 'Ision and the
auto shop.

n

Minimum Wage Not Boon To All College Sex: Same Old Story
(CPS) -The Aplil 1 increase in the
federal minimum wage has put more
money in the pockets of the 8.1 million
students nationwide who work, but
longer range effects and other factors
may soon take the gains away, colleges
warn.
After years of congressional hagglIng
over how much, or whether, the
minimum wage should be rai sed, tbe
first of two increases took effect April
1, putting it at $3.80 up from $3.35. On
April 1, 1991, it's set to lise again to
$4.25 .
"We're happy we're getting a raise;'
said Eileen . Regan, a work-study
employee at Bard College in New York
She had been waiting a long time.
The federal minimum wage hadn't been
raised since 1991.
Many students and labor groups nationwide, moreover, were getting impatient. For example. Bard announced it
would raise work-study wagesto $3.80
just as members of a student ad hoc
committee, angry that they were earning less than their counterparts on
neighboring campuses, were preparing
to demand a raise.
At many schools, howevel; campus officials are not sure they can pay the
higher wages.
The problem is further complicated
by federal proposals to make schools
and students liable for Social Security
taxes for the first time, and for making
schools pay a greater percentage of ,
work-study students' total wages.
"Individual institutions will have to
either come up with more funds or cut
jobs:' warned Dallas Martin of the Na- .
tional Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators (NASFAA) in
\Vashington . D.C.
.
At Bard, it means some of the
schools' work-study students won't have
jobs next year, comptroller Chuck Crimmins said. "We're going to try to find
the money somewhere. but it's probably
going to affect the st dents the most."
At Dakota State College in South
Dakota, "It's going to be a real labor
. crunch," reported tinancial aid director
Mark Lee.

It quite possibly could lead to some
understaffing," said Pam Steinmetz,
assistant director of intramural sports at
the University of MissouIi-St. Louis.
';The ones that get rehired ne.\1: fall wil(
be happy, but the ones we can't afford
to hire will be really hurt:'
Lee says he'll have to cut the student
workforce by about 10 percent next year,
from the CUITent 180 employees to 160
workers.
"We are concerned about cutting
jobs, but at this point we just don't know
what the effect will be," said Donna
Croft, acting director of financial aid at
Central Washington University.
Washington students, like those in
many other states, already earn a state
· minimum wage that is higher than the
federal' leveL The minimum jumped to
$4.25 January 1. In MissoUli, state
I . I t
egIS a ors may as k voters to deCI·d e
whether to have a state minimum that
would be li nked to the fecleral standard.
Many individual campuses already
have their own wage floors.
Student workel~ at state schools I'n
o
Minnesota will eam a minimum of $4_25
an hour beginning this fall, up from the
cun'ent $3.95. the schools' governing
board decided March 28.
•
A number of other schools, including
Appalachian State and Western
Michigan Universities, and, in Wisconsin, Waukesha County and Gateway
Technical coUeges, already pay their student workers more than $3.80 an hour.
Also part of the new federal minimum
wage is a clause that allows for a "training wage"-85 percent of th e minimum
wage, but no less than $3.35 an hourwhich can be paid to workers under 20
for at least three months but no more
than six months.
Howe\'er, the u.s. Dept. of Education,
which oversees most federal college programs, has told colleges that work-study
students-who take up the vast majority
of on-campus positions-should not get
.
the lower training wage.
NASFAA, the financial aid director's
trade group in Washington, also has advised schools that paying some workstudy students the "training wage"

would make them appear discriminatorv
and coniplicate their bookkeeping. " It's better to just pay everybody
minimum wage, period," said NSFAA
head Martin .
Students who VI'Ork off campus and fit
the "training wage" specitications,
howeveI; may be stuck earning less.
A higher minimum wage isn't the onIy factor that could cut students' jobs.
Under the work-study, federaI and
sometimes state governments pav 75
percent of the money students ~ed.
Schools themselves contribute 25 percent. Now the Education Dept. has
passed new regulations that will require
schools to pay 30 percent of their workstudy students' wages.
For instance, it means Dakota State
will have to come up with $1.14 per hour
for its work-study workers-which campuses re Iy on as a subsidized source of
cheap labor-instead of the current 84
cents per hour.
Colleges can expect no q·uick relief
from the federal government, says
NASFAA' M .
s artm.
" A " "ar as someone pl·ckJ·ng up the tab
'"'" 1
,
institutions will find a way to cut costs
rather thaIl raise tuition;' Dakota State's
Lee promised.
And although still uncertain, a pro-

(CPS)-ColJege womell naven't changed their se.xual habits much duling the
past 15 years, despite the threat of AIDS
and other sexually transmitted diseases,
a survey conducted by Brown University professors found.
Just a week earlier, another study by
two California professors charged that
as many a..'i a third of the nation's collegians had lied. in order to have sex with
. someone.
.
The Brown study indicated that 1tbout
the same number of college women-88
. percent-said they were sexually active
as in a surwy done in 1975. About 21
percent of today 's women said they'd
had more than six sex paIiners. compared to 22 percent in 1975.
The results concerr.ed the resear-

posal to require student workers at
bl
pu ic colleges to pay Social Security
taxes-whichtake-home
would effectively
students'
pay byreduce
7.65
percent-could end up costing students
and colleges millions.
The tax plan is part of the budget
P d
resi ent Bush submitted in JanuaIyt,
which Congress is now considering.
Since 1939, all college students have
been exempt from Social Security taxes
on wages paid by the colleges they
attend.

chers, who noted that kind of promiscuity doesn't bode well for the VI'Omens' survival during the age of AIDS.
They sugge.'it "that public health campaigns have not had a substantial influence on the habits and beha\'ior of
the.~e well-educated young adults," the
researchers wrote in the study, which
was published in the March 22 edition
of the New England Journal of
Medicine.
Fifteen to twenty percent of the
women said they ~new somebody with
AIDS, but only half said they only occasionally wonied about getting the
disease.
Public education efforts about safe
sex haven't been very effective, agreed
a California State University-Sonoma
student who didn't want to be named.
"There's room for more advocacy," she
said.
Nevertheless, women who had their

partners use condoms increased from
fourteen percent in 1975 to 41 percent
in 1989.
Brown University researcher Stephen

Kovach Named MCNA President
Thomas Kovach, ad salesman and
former news editor o( the Current,
was elected to the office of President
of the Missouri College Newpaper
Association April 7 at the organizations' annual Spring m nferance ·and
awards banquet
.
Kovach plans to boost the
membership in the MCNA by convincing former members to once
again become active
"The MCNA members have
tremendous ideas:' Kov.ach sa.id.
"The executive board of thew MCNA
is making a commitment to listen to
these schools:'
Kov.ach started at the Current as
the associate sports editor two years
ago and 'worked his way up as sports
editor and news editor.

BIG BUCKS: Workers in the UM-St. Louis intramural office.(photo
Scott Brandt)
·
,

?y

Zinner. who co-authored the survey with
William McCormack of the State
University of New York Health Sciences
Center and Brown colleagues Dr. Barbara DeBuono, Maxin Daamen and
Roger Williams, said that while the condom stastic is en co uraging it still isn't
comfOliing.
"If less than 50 percent of the women
in this educated college group use condoms, one would have to wonder what
the propOliion is in other groups;' he
said.
"Students have to protect the mselves .
even if they feel pressured by th eir partners," said Joanne Hellebrand of the
American College Health Association.
In the wake of the campus sex life study
released March 12 by professors at
California State University-Northlidrte
"and the Univer..;iLv of California-Los ·
Angeles.
R
Its 0 f t he B rown s~u dy were baseSLI
ed on questionnaires filled out by
women who rese~rd er, describe only
as atten ing lhe . sam '.; large plivate
university in the NOlthcust.

.-.IIJ
WINNER:Ol!lfgoing M CNA
President T.R. Hanrahan (left)
passing the gavel to Current
staff member Tom Kovacb .
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Thursd a y 12
-Mammography Mobile. St. Luke's Hospital will bring their Mobile
Mammography Unit to campus from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. This unit provides screening mammography to detect breast cancer in low-risk
women. The fee is $50, contact St. Luke's at 851-6062 for more information on appointment times and pre-test instrut:tinr)S.

Monday.16
-Presidential Debate. The Current will sponsor a debate in.
volving the three candidates for
President of Student Govern.
ment Association . The debate
will take place in the Summit at
12.30 p.m. For more information
call x5174.
-William Stallings, a Monsanto Company chemist, will lecture on
"Crystallographic Structure-Function Studies of Iron and Manganest
Superoxide Dismutase" at 4 p.m. in Room R120 Research Wing.
Refreshments will be served at 3:30 p.m. Call 553·6200. ~

Tuesday 17
-Who Are The Homeless?
Dorothy Dailey will lecture on
" Homeless ness: It Could Be You"
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m . in Room
211 Clark Hall. The impact of
homelessness in the 1980's and
beyond will be examined. Call
553-5380.

-'by Chuck

by Chuck

pee - YoU.' 1 + SMells
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WINNERS:The staff of the curre'n t took 10 award S-at the annual Missouri College Newspaper Association banquet. Counter
clockwise from the bottom they are: Fred Appel, Tom Kovach,
Brad Touchette, Kiril Dickinson, Greg Albers, Laura Berardino,
Mohammed Malik, Melissa Green, ,Kevin Kleine, David Barnes
~nd Michelle McMurray..

Current Wins Ten Awards
The UM-St. Louis Current received
lO awards in nine categories at the an.
nual Missouri College Newspaper
Association awards banquet in Kansas
City April 7.
The Current placed second in th~
best overall paper category with St.
Louis University taking the top spot and
the Maneater at UMC coming in thi rd .
Individual awards were presented to

the following staff members:
Paul Thomp son - first place,
newswriting
Shawn Foppe - first place, newS'writing;
first pliice, indepth newswriting
Kevin Kleine - second place. editorial
writing Scott Brandt - third place Feature
Photography
Scott Brandt - third place, Sports

photgraphy
Stephen Hood - second piace.
Editorial Cartooning
In addition, the current placed in
other categories. The staff took third
place in advertising design and second
place in page one design.
The Current will host the MCNA
Awards next year. Thomas Kovach, a
staff member was elected to the
. presidency of the MCNA.

University
Program
Board

Talk About AIDS

AIDS Is Scar}{ But
AZit Is Real. Right?

,

~nqy[irbo~lfqy
l..lniversity Progratn f}3oard-l1niversity Center
Weanesaay, JlpriC 18, 1990
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
11 9v[- St,'Louis Campus

Mike: Wfu'li l/oIlJl" tif
like 'lint, I/O/( 'make lite li'e!
like n jerk. .

Mik'L'~ Because { kll!li(" lfJlf
AI DS is !l/or!' irll}lIlrtlJJlt
tlwllr1:.it. BlI t if i rl:-:t
dOi..':'I1'/ Im p;' I(! dll H'iflt Jil l' ,

I dlll s'f
iI';11i AIDS.

81 '( 1111:'1'

k//ilil'fJlI.lft1JIt'

Sn. it' ~ going to t"~c;'\ .
tril'nd o f VOlin; dymg o t
A IDS bd~ )rl..' it ~L'('m~
n..·.ll?
Mi~t' :

Ylllt're waki,,:.:

j(l/!fld

tikl'a ;t'fktlsajll ,
/11111':- 11/1(11 11 it .

lilt'

I~ /( I . .1Iro11.

T h .l t'S .l IW<lV Y pril'I..'.

I h '\~ wi ll y\ni I,-'l'! .,hl'r
th ,lt .
M ikr: Hlllf.

I . "

Call

800-533-AIDS

Missouri D( ~ par IJllCil' or 11(~n llh Ilol\inc

die. 'l/nirltTJity Ctnlrr Qllrf'Unirl(rJiry 'Program '1JnarJ in.c(I{)prrDl i( m. Ulil~ tfit V 9.( -Sl. [..(ru iJ (fln'fll.S Com rrmn ic!I
'llffiVCrJ ity Ct. ntlr, Q itpanrrunt iuit~iTl tlit 'Division ofStuLltn , Ilffa ;rs

The University Program Board is currently

Why'

Mik:

'i'rt.unlrlf 6'1

seeking applic'ations for voting membership
15 positions available - Experience in
.
campus programs and activities valuable but not required

We will train.

The University Program Board
is the only campus wide Student Programs Board.
And is responsible for selection, planning and .
implementation of a wide variety of a<;:tivities. ~
Positions available include Chair, Vice Cbair,
Secretary / TIeasurer, MusicalEvents Chair,
Special Events,. Ans, Lectures, Video,
'tournaments and Games and
much, much more!!! !!
JIppfications an avai£a6k in 267 'University Center,
Jtppfication 'Dt..Jline is){pril 13,1990
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Success. For Access

O~

FO~ A MOME./-JT I
~OUG~T YOU WERE:
&3(/1<64A~S/ CAIitE.
FO~ 50;4 E. TEA '?

One-might be lead to believe that the UM-St. Louis campus
is handicapped accessible judging by all the ramps and electric
doors, but sometimes the inventions designed to make the building
more accessible tum out to make it more difficult for people with
disabilities to gain entry.
.
At the last Student Government Association meeting, Carol
Dugan, President of the Disabled Student Union, commented that
many obstacles remain on campus. For instance, the concrete
ramp behind Clark Hall is extremely difficult for people in
wheelchairs to maneuver through in addition to its steep incline
which is sometimeS proves too difficult to climb for those without
electric chairs. The worst part is that the administration wasted
$25,000' to build the ramp when Dugan says that one similar to
the smaller ramp at the same entrance could have been tnade
permanent for only a few hundred dollars and been more effective.
The administration recently has awakened to notice this problem. Chancellor Marguerite Barnett and Vice Chancellors Sandy MacLean, Laurence Schlereth and a feW' other administrators
put themselves in the disabled students place when they toured
the campus in wheelchairs.
It's encouraging to see the administrators making a concious
effort to meet the students needs. Too often it seems as if the '
requests and needs of students are ignored or tied up in the
bureaucracy of the university. Dugan said that most of the buildings
on campus have problems with accessibility. This should signal
that more input than there exists currently is necessary from the
disabled students to make the campus accessible to all students.

Columnist Covers Convention And Cowardice

A Worthy . Cause
St. Louisans will have an opportunity to show state legislators
how they feel about the labeling of music today, April 12, at a
rally held at St. Louis Union Station in opposition to Missouri
House Bill 1406.
The state should not become the babysitter for the parents of
the 90s. If parents are concerned about what their child listens
to then they should take on the responsibility to inform themselves
as to what might be "offensive." When the state is the one to d.ecide
what is considered "safe" to be read, watched or listened to, there
lies a certain amount of danger in that.
Most of the people who propose bills that would censor music
or books don't think of what could happen to the likes of MarL
Twain and J. D. Salinger noUo mention the constitutionality of
limiting the free speech rights of the artists and writers.
Labeling music may even serve to defeat the purpose of the
bill in the long run. Studies have shown that people are more
likey .to buy the labeled albums thinking that they contain material '
not found in the unlabeled versions. After all, isn't the spirit of
the bill intended to protect our youth from the so-called "filth"
that is being produced in the music industry.
Art whether or not it fits one's personal taste, is to be judged
by ea~h individual on its own merits and/or flaws, not by a pannel of government censors.
Notify your representatives. and senators how you feel now before
it becomes law. Can we really be free if we are not allowed to
make our own choices?

Letters Policy
The Current welcomes letters to the
editor. The writer's student number
and phone number must accompany
all letters. Non-students must also include their phone numbers. Letters
should be no longer than two typed,
double-spaced pages, No unsigned
letters will be published, but the

-n4ANK ~EAVE.N/

author's name can be withheld by
request.
The current reserves the right to
edit all letters for space and style
consideration. The current reserves
the right to refuse publication of
letters.

Oblivion
by Shawn M. Foppe
managing editor
St. Louisans have spent the last
several months arguing about domed
stadiums, convention center expansion
and minority participation. While
everyone has been arguing these
headline-grabbing subjects, the boats
floated right down the M to New
Orleans where more and more people
are turning to for convention and
tourism business.
St. Louis is going to have to do a lot
more than just build a domed stadium
and a larger convention center in order
to attract large numbers of people to St.
Louis on a regular basis. The entire
metropofitan area is going to ha e fa
undergo a severe attitude adjustment.

Recently I had the opportunity to .
travel to New Orleans on business and
I was dumbfounded. Here is a city that '
is similiar to St. Louis in many ways.
New Orleans has the Mississippi, St.
Louis has the Mississippi; New Orleans
is humid, St. Louis is humid; New
Orleans has a concentrated frenchcatholic background, so does St. Louis.
New Orleans has Rivenvalk, St. Louis
has Union Station; New Orleans has the
French Quarter, St. Louis has the West
End - well maybe they do have us beat
there. But what our cajun neighbors
have to offer that we severely lack is style
and hospitality.
People from New Orleans by and
large go out of their way to welcome
visitors. If you even remotel), appear to
be a tourist, they ask you where you're
from, shake your hand, introduce
themselves and ask your name. If
anyone from St. Louis. l:as seen doing
that. chances are the courts would consider hal'ingthem committed to Malcom

Bliss.
When a New Orlean ian asks you how
you are, they are genuinely interested.
When someone from Sl Louis asks you,
they just want to hear, ''I'm fine, how are
you? Good."
Things are slightly slower-paced in
New Orleans, however, a marketing executive for the New Orleans TimesPicayune remarked to a group of journalists that what the gentle cajuns
preferred to do most was eat and talk
about the next time they are going to
eat. They still have street cars in New
Orleans and there not just for tourists.
The mass transit system operates efficiently. Bi-State is planning the Light
Rail for SL Louis, but if they operate it
the same way they operate their busses,
we are in real trouble.
But th e thing New Orleanians offer
that st. IJ)uis ans lack is a nonchalant
acceptal~,=e of everyone. Nothing short
of Saints' games and who makes the
best etouffe' can rile them. When else

could a governor pursue a stripper in
a torrential love affair and still be reelected to office. And wh ere else is offered such a diversity; if you can walk
down Bourbon Street in the French
Quarter and not find what you are looking for, it hasn't been invented.

•• 'Andy Rooneyism of the Week:
Did'ja ever notice how people will defend your right to free speech as long
as it is what they want to hear. Why do
you think this is? Could it be that they're
zealots who believe the Constitution was
left to them for interpretation. Or
maybe, just maybe, they're worst than
the world 's biggest bigot because thev
proclaim their innocence. At least with
the KKK or tne KGB y u know Where
you stand. HMMM. What do you think?
Any clues Dr. Sauter?

LETTERS To T HE E D ITOR

"Weeding-Out"
uear bal[Or,

Not usually do I read a letter to the
editor and feel strongly enough to respond, but after reading Toni Douaihy's
response to Chris Currington's letter
from a couple of weeks ago, r was a bit
upset. In Ms. Douaihy's response, she
claims that "Mr. Currington's letter
seems to be a plea for the indiscriminate
granting of college degrees so that
'everyman' .can reach career goals,"
Perhaps she should re-read the letter for
more clarity.
Chris' letter stems from more than
just "everyman's" desire to reach his (or
her) career goals. We aren't just whining and complaining because life and

Unfair To Working Students

scnool aren·t easy. His letter was written in hopes of making some of us
realize that the system is far from perfect
and could use, as all things can, some
re-evaluation.
Perhaps Toni has never been
"weeded-out." There are no words for
the feeling that a 'person gets when he
or she works 30 hours a week (while taking between 12 an 17 hours of classes)
to pay for the cost of his or her career
goals, only to be "weeded-out:' It
sounds to me like Ms. Douaihy has
ne\'er had to do anything like this in her
life. I do not ask for sympathy, and cer. t1inly do not ask for a freebie "A". I ask
to be judged on the same principles of

learning that our educational system IS
supposedly based upon. How can any
teacher who is truly dedicated to the
principles of teaching and helping
others learn base grades on the politics
of grade rationing?
Toni. I received the same adequate
secondary education that you did, but
that makes me no better than anyone
else on this campus or any other for that
matter. And when you say that you may
sound a bit elitist, you say more than
a mouthful. I feel that I, as a high school
graduate, helong on a unive rsity campus as much as you do. Working with
students on their actual learning by no
means requires the sacrifice of academic

standards.
Are you sure you're ready to tell the
world you're better than everyone else?
Do youfeel that if you receive the same
grades that I do yoou have been ",Tongly
judged as my equal? You say that those
students who receive an 'A' as a gift will
find themselves inadequately prepared
for a career. Mayb e you need to reevaluate your attitude, because with
your narrow scope I think you may find
youself less well-rounded and learned
than you could ever have believed.
Daphlle Ellis

Workin g StUO~~!!i!~yJ!hO~!'!Prv,i£ J}fll!b.f!ul liifU£,ation
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Dear Editor:
On April 4, I had the opportunity to
participate in a wheel chair race that
had been organized by the Disabled
Student Union as an activity of Disabled Student Awareness Week. I learned
a great deal from the experience and
want to thank the organizers of Disabl-
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ed Awareness Week tor their work on
this event.
As a result of this experience, I have
asked Administrative Services Division
.to take a number of immediate actions.
First, I have asked that the cracks and
potholes in the sidewalks be repaired.

This is an improvement within our existing budget that will prevent wheel
chairs' from going out of control or getting stuck in crac ks and crevices.
Second, I believe that a specified portion of the campus building fund should
be set aside each year to provide

Administrators Su.pport Handicapped

Whitaker Varley
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Dear Editor:
As members of the UM-St. Louis adminslrative staff, we would like to extend
our congratulations and thankds to all
who organized and/or participated in
Disabled Awareness Week April 2-6.
The combination of films, diabilities
simulations, wheelchair reaces and
wauads banquet helped make a definite
impact on the entire campus:
All of the events were enlightening and
worthwhile. For our part, we found the
wheelchair race to be a real eye-opener.
Chancellor Barnett challenged the administrative staff to participate in the
wheelchair race. In a separate letter, she

will tell the community about changes
she is recommending on the campus as
a result of her own participation in the
wheelchair event. All of us learned from
the time we spent maneuvering across
campus in wheelchairs. We applaud
those who helped make us more aware
of the needs of the disabled.
Implicit in any "awareness wee.k" program is the neel:! to go beyond just
becoming, more aware. Now, as UMSt. Louisadministrators, we must follow
Chancellor Barnett's lead and act upon
what we have learned. We ' wish to
pledge our support to the Disabled Student Union, and we want to assure the

entire campus community that in the
weeks and months to come, we will all
be exploring the many ways in which we
can continue to make our campus more
accessible to the disabled .
Sincerely,
Sandy MacLean, vice chancellor (or
Student Affairs
Larry Schlereth, vice chancellor for Ad·
ministrative Services
Ruth Persen, associate vice chancellor
for Academic Affairs
Wendell Smith, dean of Continuing
Education-Extension
Betty Lee, director of University
Communications
', '

"autom ated" door accessibility in each'
building until each facility is equipped
WIth at least one such door.
Third, I have asked vice chancellor
Schlereth to work on providing more
disabled parking on the top deck of
parking structure C to make access to
the general quad area much easier.
Finally without an electric powered
chair, I believe it will always be difficult
for disavledpersons to negotiate our
campus, given its telTain. r am exploring the idea of having the campus purchase and lend a few such chairs to
disabled people who cannor afford
them,
These are only a few su,;gestions that
we can put into place in a short period
of time. Other possibilities will bee.xplored, We want this campus to be safe
and accessible for all st udents. We will
work together to achieve that goal.
Sincerly,
Marguerite R. Barnett
ChanCellor

April ll,
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Disabled

by Laura Berardino
associate managing editor

What started off as a campus tour
quickly turned into a gruelling workout
for two students last week. But for them
the exhaustion and frustration were just
experienced for a few hours. For others
it is a permanent way of life.
Laura Paige, vice president of Student
Government Association and Paul MatteucCi, Student Representative to the
Board of Curators began their escapade
in the 1.c. Penney building last Wednesday during Disabled Awareness Week.
Light-hearted remarks were bantered
back and forth about getting adjusted
to being chair bound.
"Are they supposed to have a knob
on both, or'just this one?" asked Paige
as she played with the brake handles.
"It's tricky when when you go through
doors;' Marilyn Ditto, advisor to the
Disabled Students Union explained as
she tried to demonstrate opening a
door.
"We'll just watch you ;' Matteucci said
as Carol Dugan, president of the Disabled Students Union and tour guide
wheeled onto an elevator.
"Ready?" Dugan asked as she pulled
the emergency button in the elevator so
the doors would stay open long enough
for her proteges to enter.
Getting three wheelchairs onto one
elevator was probably one of the easiest
. accomplishments of the tour. Mer the
group exited the elevator they had to
open doors leading to campus. Since
the doors are not electronic, the
students had to push hard on the door
as they tried to wheel through.
"This is heavy," paige commented.
The threesome continued on to the
main campus. Bumps and cracks in the
sidewalks made their progress slow.
"Don't let the chair get going too fast.
Once it is going fast, you should be able
to stop it with the gloves;' Dugan advised as the trio descended a hill leading
to the parking lot. Gloves were provid-

Students Have Limited Access

ed to prevent hands"Trom being burned from the fr:lction made-when trying
to stop the wheels. "Or 'set the brake
before you start."
.
Matteucci and Paige slowly descended the hill, trying to keep the chair on
the uneven pavement. Once Matteucci
came to an abrupt halt in the grass.
The group had wme down this way
so Dugan could show them the Handicapped Parking lot. "It's not labeled
yet and it's not striped yet, but this is
it;' Dugan said pointing to the lot that
sits between Clark Hall amd garages C
and D.
Dugan expressed a concern for handicapped students who had to wheel
over the gravel rocks could fall or further hinder any spinal problems. She
stated that Dave Phillippe, assistant vice
chancellor of administrative services,
said that pouring concrete in that area
wouldn't be a problem.
But Larry Schlereth, vice chancellor
of administrative services, has different
ideas about the lot. "The gravel lot is .
a construction area. It was never intended for that purpose [handicapped lotl,
It will be gone in the summer:'
"Many many handicapped students
have told me that that is preferable [the
parking lotl because it is closer. They
think that it is their lot;' Matteucci said.
The official handicapped parking lot
is located in the bottom of garage D.
"When it became clear that the lot by
the library was not going to be available,
we looked at three sights. One of them
was the top of garage C. But that was
not perfect solution;' Schlereth said.
Because the top of garage C is not
covered,snow removal can be a problem
not only for the students but the university as well . "We don't like to salt the
top structure because it causes them to
rust away. Next win.ter we:ll try cinders:'
Schlereth said.
What does a disabled person do in
bad weather? "You come in early and
take forever to get to class, They'll
[maintenance] do things like clear the

crete slab.
sidewalk and push the snow in front of .
emergency, we may not have a part for
the ramps, espji;cially by Stadler," Dugan
The simple ramp has another advan- a door or have we might have to call an
explained.
tage over the $25 000 switch back raiup outside specialist to repair it;' Schlereth
- it's easier to maneuver. Many students explained .
.Rain is a whole other problem.
have problems on' the turns.
Wheels lose their traction. Students
On Wednesday afternoon, April 4,
As Dugan continued her tour, the
who have standard manual chairs can
Chancellor
Marguerite Barnett and
students were constantly amazed at the
pay a comparatively large sum of money
members
of
the
administra:tive staff also
difficulties that faced them. Things one
to have an umbrella holder or brave the
took
to
wheelchairs
for the race. They
wout'dn't normally think twice like stepweather. ''I'm lucky to have a power
exp
erienced
some
of the same
ing over a bump can be a major prochair. I can carry an umbrella," Dugan
difficulties.
blem to someone who is in a wheelchair.
said.
Another problem could be electronic
Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs,
After visiting the parking lot, Dugan
. doors that are out of order, like the ones Sandy MacLean summed up the groups
decided to show her proteges Clark
at the Research Wing.
feelings about the race. "I take pride in
Hall. But in order to get there they had
What · is maintenance's policy on being in good physical condition. It took
to climb a hill. After about thirty feet
response time when something becomes alii had to get up those ramps and open
of pushing Matteucci complained, ''I'm
inoperable? Schlereth, who is in charge doors. Stuff that you and I would never
exhausted. This is miserable and we
of physical plant problems, explained think about like a crack that's an inch
have not progressed .that far."
that problems are classified as they are wide in the sidewalk can be a real
Many may have the misconception
reported. "Emergency problems are ad- menance to someone in a wheelchair.
that people who are bound to
dressed
immediately:'
From this experience, I've developed a
wheelchairs develop their upper body
Occaisionally technology has it's deeper appreciation for their problem,
much the same way a blind person indrawbacks. "Even if we determine it's an their mobility."
creases his/her other senses. "Some of
us are on medication that prevents us
READY SET GO: Below, Chancellor Marguerite R. Barnett leads camfrom building our muscles so we are as
pus administrators in a wheelchair race around the campus.(Photo
weak as blah;' Dugan explained. She
By Brad Touchette)
stated that the new uppper body weight
FOLLOW THE LEADER: Carol Dugan, president of the Disabled
machine in Mark Twain may help some
Students' Union, leads Student Represent3tive to the Board of
though.
Curators,
Paul Matteucci around campus on a wheelchair simulaAfter resting numerous times, the trio
tion. TOP: A door left open by the custodians for the handicapmade it to the base of Clark Hall. They
ped.(Photos by Scott Brandt)
had to make a decision as to which
ramp to take. Currently, there is a
wooden ramp at the back door and an
; intricate ramp at the side door.
"The problem is if yoL get that far
after the hill, are you going to go
through those doors which are downhill
I and use an elevator or are you g~ing to
climb this ramp?" Dugan pointed out
that most people choose the wooden
ramp.
The Disabled Students Union has
been pushing the administration to
replace the wooden ramp with a permanent concrete ramp. By law the university doesn't have to do this because only one handicapped accessible entraiice
has to be installed in each building.
Schlereth, however, has decided to
replace the wooden ramp with a con-

Bingham .Brings Era- To -Art Museum
by Shawn Foppe
managing editor

:.

---~~
An exhibit by one of Missour's most

accomplished artists brings new life to
century old paintings and portraits.
George Caleb Bingham, a special exhibition at the St. Louis Art Museum
is an extensive collection by one of the
most prominent artists of the mid 19th
century.
The e.;wibit which continues through
May 13, shows the progression of the
Democratic spirit that swept the nation
in the late 1800's.'
.
Bingham, unlike many others, succeeded at catching the essence of the
era. His genre of paintirigs are a
testimonial to people who made up the
heart of the nation - trappers, pioneers,
THE OLD WEST: The art of Missouri Artist George Caleb Bingham
will be on display in the St. Louis Art Museum til May 13.

townspeople, politicians ancffamilies.
Starting out as a portrait artist.
Bingham creates. bold strokes in capturing the stoicism that was retlected from
our forefather's religious backgrounds.
Among the portraits displayed in the
exhibition are three of James Sidney
Rollins. Rollins was Bingham's mentor,
father figure, booster and confidant
throughout his life,
Rollins was a prominent Missouri attorney. He owned land in Columbia
MO. The third portrait of Rollins w~
completed in 1871 and was commissioned by the Board of Curators of the
University of Missouri. Rollins is considered to be the father of the University of Missouri.
Rollins political awareness and in- ,
volvement were instrumental in causing
the state legislature to form the University of Missouli . It was no accident,
however, that the University was founded in Columbia.; Rollins owned land
there.
The protrait shows Rollins in his elder
years. As a statesman, Rollins became
a state legislator and Congressman,
although his affiliation with the
aristocratic Whig party caused him to
loose many elections. In the
background of the portrait lies the
University of Missouri.
In 1885, Bingham began to paint pictures that showed the democratic expansion which parallelled western expansion. Several of Bingham's most famous
paintings in this genre, Fur 7raders
descending the Missoun; The Jolly Flatboatmen and Jolly Flatboatmen in Port
are displayed in the exhibition.
- Bingham catches the small details of

life in the imposing pictures. He, like
n:any. other arti~ gJent a great deal
of time sketching character studies for
his paintings. A large collection of his
studies resides next to the most importan t painti ngs.
Many of the sketches were obtained
by the people of Missouri during the
Bicentennial. Senator Christopher "Kit"
Bond, then governor of Missouri, led
the effort by Missourians to gather these
sketches. Bond also serves as audio tour
guide for the exhibit. His narration,
available on an acoustiguide tape, is an
excellent and fitting choice for the
e.xhibit.
Although the exhibit is extensive, it
is too mammoth for the reaches of the
Art Museum. Several of the portraits
and paintings look like they were hung
just because Bingham painted them.
Often there is no rhvme or reason of
Michael Edward Shapiro's placing of
paintings within the exhibit. Shapiro is
the chief curator for The St. LOUIS Art
Museum.
A special treat in the exhibit is a
lifesize reproduction of a porch used in
The County Election. cine of three paintings in which Bingham collectively investigates the political processes
demonstrated during the mid 1800's.
With just minor exhibit problems, the
Bingham show remains an important
exhibition of one of Missouri's most
talented sons and should not be missed. The Bingham exhibit is free to the
public on Tuesdays between 1:30 and
8:30 p.m.

Moore · Makes 'Crazy' People' A Success
by Brad Touchette
reporter

Mental illness as of late has become
an idea used in many, if not too many,
movies. Its use in the movie industry is
now almost as widespread as the "guy
gets the girl" routine.
There have been movies that have
successfully pulled this idea off, such as
"Leathal Weapon 1;' "The Dream
Team", and the Nightmare on Elm
Street series. These movies had us
cheering "More!"
Others have failed miserably with the
same idea. Movies like "Loose Cannons," most every 'slasher' JTIovie, and
any of the "Rambo" sequels left most
of us screaming "NO More! "
Naturally, anyone who's seen these
movies would have reservations about
seeing a movie simply called "Crazy
People:'
But hold on to that ti cket stub, movie
buffs. This one is not to be judged by
its cover... er, I mean title. This movie
is not hysterically funny, ridiculously
stupid. or a blood bath that revolves
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around some deranged Vietnam veteran
who hates things that breathe.
No sir, this is a light-hearted, funny
movie that does deliver: It involves an
advertising executive named Emory
(Dudley Moore) who suffers a nervous
breakdown and feels an overwhelming
need to tell the truth.
He starts making ads that come out
and tell the plain truth about the product. In one ad, the headline says
"METAMUCIL;' and right below it he
writes, "Use it or you'll get cancer and
die."
Many famous brand names have their
ads altered by Emory, and much to the
alarm of his partner Stephen (Paul
Reiser), he has to be committed to Bennington Sanitarium.
While they're gone enrolling Emory
in Ga Ga 101, his altered ads are accidentally printed in national magazines.
These ads, to everyone's surprise, are
raging successes.
While Emory is in the nut house, he
meets Kathy (Daryl Hannah), who is
afraid ofj~t about everything but men.
Emory also meets a host of looneys

who end up helping him write more adSThese characters are entertaining and
..
endearing.
But the best work is done ~n the
chemistry between Moore ahd Hannah .
These two share some very tender
scenes that play on every person's insecurities about love.

The movie has a nice storybook ending that will leave you with a smile on
your face (stay until after all the credits
for a little surprise!) and I recommend
seeing this movie if you wan.t some good
laughs and end up with a warm feeling
inside. -

Night Owl Doesn't Give

A Hoot F,or Morning
Elvis
Hotline
by Greg Albers
columnist

Some people are able to wake up
at some unreasonably early hour
as soon as the alarm goes off. They
are refreshed and cheerful and
perky from a good night's sleep.
They seem to fill every room they
enter with sunshine and happiness.
I want to hunt them down, trap
them and feed their innards to my
dog.
I'm not usually prone to abnormally violent behavior, but these
people must be stopped.
If I seem a little cranky, it's
because I've been going on four
hours of sleep all semester. I have
an 8 o'clock class every day. I know
what you're thinking. "What an
idiot. I thought only freshmen did
thaC'
Well it wasn't my fault. You see,
on the day of my appointment with
an adviso r, I was, well, hungover.
I just didn't feel like getting out of
bed. Later; I was too busy to make
a new appointment.
After that, exams came and I was
too busy "studying" to register.
(People who know me well are
quietly chuckling to themselves
right now.)
So I never got around to
registering until the week before
school and I had to take what was
left.
See? It wasn't my fault. It was
completely out of my hands. Sort
of an act of God.
Anyway, I'm supposed to be in
class at 8 am EVERY DAY. At this
point, I'd like to point out the use
of the words "supposed to be,"
because, as my mom will tell you,
I have seen fit to sleep in rather
than get my ass up to school on
more than one occasion_ (OK
three times a week.)
But as I tell my mom, it doesn't
really matter if I'm there or not. I'm
a zombie until the sun is high in
the sky. My brain doesn't kick in
until at least 12:30. My GPA in 8
o'clock classes is a full point lower
than the rest of my classes.
On those rare occasions that I
do stumble out of bed and find my
way to campus, I'm usually about
ten minutes late to class. I have to
suffer through the embarassment
of having all those perky people in
the front seats (who have been sitting there since quarter til waiting
for class to start) stare at me and

snicker.
Why do they laugh? I'm a victim
of my own genetic structure. I was
born a night person. It's in my
blood.
I've tried to be a morning person, I really have. I set my alarm
for 6:30 every morning. But then,
every morning I end up hitting the
snooze alarm at least half a dozen
times. I've worked it down to a
science.
It's on the other side of the
room . When the alarm goes off,
my right foot hits the tloor. I
balance myself and reach for the
clock with my light hand, then
recoil back to bed. I can do it in
less than a second and not even
wake up.
A lot of times, when I finally do
wake up several hours later, I have
no recollection of ever hitting the
snooze. It's like I do it by instinct.
I'm not thinking and I'm still kind
of unconscious, but my brain does
know that more sleep would be
really nice, and that the way to do
it is to tum off the damn alarm .
An often overlooked advantage
of using the snooze is that when
you get ba.ck in bed, you usually
dream until it goes off again. Then
when it does go off again , you
usually remember the dream. So
I like to refer to the snooze as the
Dream Bar.
The fact that I'm a night person
causes a lot of contlict in my life.
It's a morning person's world. And
all morning people think I'm lazy.
When I graduate from college (in
about ten years or so) and go qut
into the real world, I'll have to confonn to regular business hours. I'll
have to force myself to get up in
the morning and kiss my cherished Dream Bar goodbye.
But, in the back of my mind and
in my soul, I'll still be a closet night
person. And I'll be waiting patiently for the day that myself and
others like me rise up and take
over.
Schools, businesses, banks and
government offices will be vacant
until midafternoon. Prime time TV
will start around midnight. Life
would be mOre laid-back and
anyone caught waking up before
noon will be imprisoned. It would
be Utopia.
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WHERE ARE YOUR BRAINS
AND WHAT ARE THEY DOING?
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GREED IS GOOD,
GREED WORKS.
Get your piece of the action.
Work When You Want, Earn What You Want.
Sell Advertising For The Current And Make
Major Money. The Work Is Easy And The Hours
Are Flexible.

Call Greg At 553·5175
I'm Here
When You Need Me
~======:====';';"

..

Money From Japan

\X1n the computer you need to
succeed in tlle·real world and a

chance to use it there.

Second Prize winners who will get Apple'" T-shirts,
You reallycan't lose if yuu come in and get your
bands on a Macintosh today. Because once you do,
yOll'il see how easy it is to use and how much one could
do for vou now.
You'll appreciate tl1e value of a tviadntosh computer after you leave campus and he-Jd out into the
real world, too_ But don't take our word for it. Come
in and trv a Macintosh and see for \'ourself And ifvou
win the Grand Prize, you'll be seeing
•
the real world sooner than you think.

It's easy Just try our Real World Demo on
a i\lacintosh" computer to enter Apple's Real World
S'weepstakes.
If you're one ofl4 Grand Prize winners, you'll
get to spend a week this summer at the organization of your choice listed below, where you'll see
Macintosh computers hard at work And \vhen you
get home. lise your own new Macintosh SE/30 .
to write your resume and follow-up letters,
There will also be 20 First Prize winners \¥ho
will receive Macintosh SE ~omputers and 1,000

Enter Apple's Real World ~eepstakes and you could win aweek at
one ofthese leading organizations and aMacintosh computer. ~'~
Enter April 2 - April 21
Register to win at the Office of Computing and Telecommunications
SSB, Room 103D - 314-553-6016 or 6096
See your Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations-

<0 J95') .'!Jrk Coolpu"o 10c AWie, !he ,\jJ;lIe
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Apple's Real World Sweepstakes

CIRRUS.

The Automatic: Teller
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or call us at 383·
5555.11 you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can be u.sed at the machine in University Center if It has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it,

Win a week at me of these rulstanding organizatims:
ABC News ll11arActJv.

Apple Computer. Inc.

~dlrtiRCl'le WiPoDlsn Ia 5an.1~

Gl:rI¥XIa ~m:1~~

B800

ArrertC!l1 E>press Publish ing Corporalion

M_~

car~_4

Ben & Je<ry'J Homemade, Inc.

Cm. Corporallon
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Cornol~=~d~~;f"ge

Ha.lona Foun cialion
lor Ihelmpr<MllTl8l1t 01 Ed ucalon

Exls

-Sltled
~..,""-
Hl!mroor<! Pall

A Technology FIrm 01 KPMG PaIIIM..-wI,*
fUla.1'ri fl1a1NIal &fMJ;;ar Stppnsystens 1I~1i

The GUlhrie Theal...
Mi~

"'(#~Fno

Nalional Ubr!IJ oIliedicil13 (NIH)
"-", ,,,,,,,,,_, ~y,Gnpli<s

7151 NA7URAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
383·5555

Member FDIC

~~ar Iic ]]J illiant$'
Sound effect S
extrordinairel~

427-1150
guaranteed to blow

-.(I)-~

~our

mind.

Legal Assistance with Traffic Violations
For a lawyer's assistance with:
SPEEDING DRIVING WHll..E SUSPENDED DWI
RECKLESS DRIVING ALL MOVING VIOLATIONS
South County Traffic Clinic

631·5001
A,service of Dill, Wamser, Kohner, & Bamvakais

The Saint Louis
Symphony Orchestra's
199()'91 Season
;~

,
)
\...,-;;...

Find out how to save 50% on
season tickets:
• Call (314) 533-2500 todayl
• Act now l Orchestral season tickets only available
through August 15. .
• Also ask about our new "Symphony Six Pack

AM I PREGNANT?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.

(~=ANCY
645·142-4
6744 Clayton Rd.
.
(St. Louis)

•
•
•
•

FREE Pregnan~y 'resting
Immediate results
Completely confidential
Can or walk in

227·5111
510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

24-Hour Phone Service

Leonard 51; -kin, Music Director and Conductor
Powell Symphony Hall at Grand Cente r
718 North Grand Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63103
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Remain Strong

Rivermen Waiver,
by Greg Albers
reporter

After padding their offensive stats
against weaker teams for several weeks,
it was time for the UM-St. Louis
baseball team to teSt their skills against
some better competition. The Rivermen
played ten games in a seven day stretch,
and the results were mixed. The team
won six and loss four, to advance their .
record to 19·80 Despite some disappointing losses, Brady's Bunch is stiII ranked among the top 20 teams in Division
II, as they.have beep since the first week
of the season. And their record in the
MlAA stands at 5c2.
After rolling over the competition in
. the Previous· weeks, the ch'allenge ot'
playing teams closer to their level was
at times, something of a problem for th~
team. The problem was compounded by
the fact that, due to rainouts and
postponments, the club hadn't played in
almost a week and was somewhat rusty. However, the week did have it's share
.
of highlights for the Rivermen.
MUSGRAVE MUSCLE: Riverman Mike Musgrave slugs the tlall in a recent UM-St. Louis baseball game.
"It was a perpkxing, frustrating and
Musgrave is third on the team with a batting average of.409. (Photo by Scott Brandt)
exciting week for us;' said head coach
Jim Brady. "We've been pretty inconsis- ·
tent the past few games. We're not doing the things we diJ before the layoff,
win the game in their last at bat. It was
second game. With the score tied at six,
of the ninth and won l3-8. The nightcap
yet we're still winning:'
the kind of win the Rivermen are
Bill
Diel
hit
a
solo
home
run
in
the
top
was suspended with the score 5-5 in the
becoming known for. At one point, they
of the eighth to provide the winning
SAFE!: A UM-St. Louis player avoids the pickoff attempt. As a team ,
top of the seyenth and will be completed
trailed
by as many as ten runs, but they
The week started with a doubleheader
margin.
the Rivermen have 64 stolen bases.
.
later in the season.
against Southeast Missouri on Aprill.
kept battling back. Entering the last of
Later jn the week, the Rivermen
The Rivermen hung tough against their
the seventh, the team trailed 13-7. But
runs at a record clip. His two run home
In the first game of Saturday's
Tlle offense has slowed down a bit in
traveled to Lincoln for another twinbill.
conference foe, sending the first game
the hitters came through in the clutch
run capped the rally and sealed the the last week, but Brady isn't worried.
with
Rolla,
Brady's
Bunch
·
doubleheader
After winning the first game 8-6, it was
into extra innings tied at 8 apiece. But
. and handed Rolla a tough defeat. The
staged a big come from behind rally to
"You can't expect them to do it all year.
time for more late inninl! heroics in the
the visitors scored five times in the top
biggest hit of all came off the bat of victory.
The
team
went
on
to
sweep
the
twinGuys are going to cool off. That's part
Craig Porter, who has been producing
bill, only to be swept by Central Missouri of baseball. You just hope too many guys
in another doubleheader the following don't cool off:'
day.

,
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·Governo.r Receives Jersey

Tennis

Trium hs

Team

,

Despite Injuries To Top Three, Riverwomen Stand At 5-2
by Renee Schopp
reporter

TOP: UM-St. Louis baseball coach Jim Brady hands Governor
John Ashcroft an honorary Riverman jersey to help kickoff the
Show-Me games at Busch Stadium April 8. ABOVE: Outfielder
Warren Dey (number 5) watches as Ashcroft tries on the shirt.
LEFT: Ready for action, ASGrC?ft is taking some practice swings.
(photos by Jeff Kuchno)

Three of the top UM-St. Louis
women's tennis pla~ experieneeci injuries in the past week.
Peggy FitzGibbon, the number 1
women's singles and doubles tennis
player, was injured in the April 3 match
against Principia College. FitzGibbon,
who in the past had had surgery on her
knee, was reaching for a backhand when
she hurt the knee again.
FitzGibbon was unable to finish the
match and it is not known when she will
be able to return to playing.
With FitzGibbon's individual 4·1
record for the season so far. head coach
Pam Steinmetz said that if she isn't able
to continue, it may hUlt the team .
Nancy Sedej, the number two singles
and doubles player, has also suffered an
injury - a knee sprain. She was unable
to compete in the April 7 matches
against Missouri Western and Culver
Stockton, but is expected to be read'\'
to play by the v..eekend.
.
However, in the April 3 match against
. Principia, Sedej was successful, winning
her match in three sets. Steinmetz said
Sedej had a tough competitor to overcome and beat and experienced player.
"She played a very smart match,"
Steinmetz said.
Jennifer Dickherber was the third
member of the tennis team to suffer an
injury, this time it was a serious abrasion on her leg. It happened during her
match against MissouriWestem on the
morning of April 7. She was unable to
play in the afternoon match against
Culver Stockton.
Dickherber is still undefeated in
doubles and singles.
Steinmetz said this season's team is
very deep. She said there is not a big
difference between the players which
helps at the numbers four, five, and six
levels, because they are evenly match-

ed and the matches turn uut closer at
that level.
Steinmetz thinks the team as a whole
is superior. The team is in the "tough
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic
~ ot iiITiM MmAT CO nference:· - It isn't an easy conference to be in,
she said. because most of the schools
in it have much more money to offer
scholarships to obtain talented players.
The UM-St. Louis Rivenvomen are
now 5·2 overall and 2-0 in their
conference.
The tennis team beat Missouri
Westem 7-2 and Culver Stockton 7-2 on
April 7. ·'Once again it was a total team
effort. [ach and every player contributed something toward our two
wins;' said Steinmetz.
"It seems whenever we suffer a hardship such as the loss of a top player to
injury or other situations, someone else
steps forward to till the gap.
'" This quality can be attributed not
only to the depth of our team but also
to the true sense of team spirit which
. is shared by all of the players;·' she said.

0-

TENNIS: Karen Kren, of the
UM-St. Louis women's tennis
squad, practicing in the Mark
Twain Building. Because of the
recent injuries, Kren is now in
the number 6 place.

UM-St. Louis
Womens' Tennis
UM-St. Louis
SL"IGLES
1. S. VanMierlo
2. 1. lohnson
3. A. Poole
4. 1. Horton
5. S. Hahn
6. C. Tomlinson

Culver Stockton
Stacy Knoop
lana Larkin
Traci Smrcka
Denise Daniel
Heather Koch
Tina Tomlinson

DOUBLES
1.. S. VanMierlo
1. Horton
2. A. Poole
1. Johnson
3. S. Hahn
C. Tomlinson

FINAL MATCH SCORE
UM-St. Louis
Culver Stockton I

S. Knoop
1. Larkin
T. Smrcka
H. Koch
D. Daniel
T. Tomlinson

Score
0·6. 2-6
4·6, 7-6, 7-6

3-6, 6-2, 6-2
6-4 , 6-2

6·1, 6-2
7-:'" 6-2

8-0

8·2
8·4

7
2

UNLV Proves That Being Bad .Is Sometimes The Best
Roo's Roost
by Mike Van Roo
contributing sports writer

With. the NCAA basketball tournament over for another year, it was almost
unpoetic justice to see UNLV i·omp to
the title over Duke 103·73.
UNLV's considerably easy rout capped
off another brilliant season in one of
sport·s best known and recognized
events in an unclimatic but almost expected way.
The Running Rebels rode roughshod
over the Blue Devils like Grant running
through the South with token
opposition.
It was as if men were playing against
boys that night. UNLV lead from start
to finish in the biggest romp in a NCAA

title game ever. The 103 points scored
also marked the highest total for a winning team in a championship final.
The game wa~ billed as the "good"
(Duke) versus the "bad" (UNLV). In this
case, it was better to be bad than 'good.
Or in some slang terms, bad is good .
Duke touts a squeaky-clean program
where all their basketball pLayers have
graduated under the tutelage of head
coach Mike Krzyzewski.
And UNLV. ..weU, being situated in
"Sin City U.S.A.;' hasn't exactly made
them out to be replacements for the
Mormon Thbernacle Choir. The Rebs
. under the "influence" of Jerry Thrkanian
have more-than-vnce caught the suspecting eye of the NCAA's governing board
of rules and ethics overseers.
Even now after the ink has dried on
the Rebels convincing victory, tqe
NCAA is undergoing another investigation of the school.
- I
But according to star player Larr-r

'The Running Rebels rode roughshod over the
Blue Devils like Grant running through the South
with token opposition."
Johnson, "That's one of the things we've college basket team in the country to
used the whole year to get motivated. start out the 1990s.
They even beat the proverbial "Sports '
Then if the NCAA comes in to investigate us, we'll have Coach Tark put lllustrated" jinx of being on the cover
of the magazine and usually suffering
the trophy right in front of him."
Take that Mizzou and Illinois! I some sort of bad luck or humiliation in
wonder if they could learn a lesson from the arena of sport in which they
Johnson's comments? Those two endeavor (SI picked them as the
schools now are undergoing there own Number 1 basketball team in the couninvestigations by the NCAA. And maybe try for the 1989-90 season way back last
that kind of s~epter hangin'g over them fall).
So while the "Sodom and Gomorrah"
helped propel them to, in llIinois' case,
some early season successes, and in everyday events of Las Vegas go on
Mizzou's case, a whole season of suc- around them, the Rebs can proudly
cess except the last handful of games. claim the national crown. But hopefulBut despite all the hype, and pregame ly astime will soon tell, the championjawing, UNLV turned out to be the best . ship banner won't be tainted with an

asterisk next lo it if some NCAA ruling
or sanction would come spinning-off on
them in the form, of a bad luck number
off a roulette wheel.
So sucking on a towel might become
the newest fad for coaches to imitate'
although Jerry TdYkanian does it
because of a gum ailment. I don't think
he'll be teased about his teething
anymore.
After the toumament, one commentor mentioned that you certainly
couldn't compare SAT scores between
the players of Duke and UNLV, which
could easily be interpreted as a
stereotypical remark. But then again,
you certainly couldn't compare the score
of the basketball game that night between the players of both those schools.
So hail to the champions from UNLV!
Hopefully the glitter of the title won't
soon rust away in the form of some
NCAA penalties,
And Duke, well they join the ranks
..~

with other four·time losers, e.g" Minnesota Vikings, Denver Broncos.
I think next time they throw a party,
Duke should stay home. I'm afraid
they've just become anoth er unlucky
blidesmaid fumbling the brides bou·
quet.
But alas. the Blue Devils do get to go
home $2 million dollars richer for their
participaliop in the toumament. with
maybe only their egos bruised a bit.
So say what want, or think what you
will about UNLV and their sometimes
scrupulous off-the-court practices. They
showed the whole world- of college
basketball that night that they were the
rightful champions. So respect them until a new champion comes along next
year.
Par better or worse, the "extra baggage" in the form of possible NCAA
restraints being hauled along side of
them with the winning trophy will
hopefully turn out to be empty.

